
Inventory Management

Reasons for maintaining Inventory
 To counter uncentainity in supply and demand patterns
 to counter the uncertainities in lead time
 purchases made in bulk can provide discounts
 to meet seasonal demand patterns

Types of Inventory
 batch/cycle stock  : manufacturing/ procuring items in batches to 

reduce setup/ordering costs. Involves trade-off between inventory 
and setup/ordering costs.

 buffer/safety stock  : maintaining extra stock over the average 
demand/requirement in order to provide the cushioning effect 
while encountering the unexpected high demand fluctuations and 
uncertainties in stock/raw material supply patterns. Involves 
trade-off between inventory investments and customer service 
levels. 

 Anticipation stock  : maintaining extra stock to meet the peak 
season demand. Involves trade-off between inventory carrying cost 
and cost related to changing production levels.

 Transportation stock  : goods/items needs to be transported from 
one location to another due to several reasons and the goods in 
transit cannot be availed till they are actually reaching their 
desired destination. Thus the goods in transit needs to have a 
padding to cater to them and thus avoid adversely affecting the 
sales. The inventory kept on account of goods in transit is known 
as “transportation stock”. The movement rate of goods depends 
upon the inventory carrying cost and the transportation charges.

Calculation of Inventory stock
The calculation of inventory stock, requires the determination of 

which items are critical and which are non-critical, I.e. The 
classification of items on the basis of their criticality. For doing 
so, we use the “ABC analysis” which classifies the items into three 
classes, A, B and C, I order of decreasing criticality. Hence items in 
class “A” are the most critical, followed by items of class 'B' and 
then the least critical items falling in class 'C'. The items of class 
'A' requires regorous maintenance, followed by  the items listed in 
class 'B' and the items of class 'C' requiring the least maintenance. 

To classify the items in the classes, the factor used is 
“consumption value”, which is depicted as;

consumption value =  annual demand if item (D) x cost of 
item per unit (C.)

The items are arranged in a descending order of their consumption 
value. The contribution of each item is calculated by adding its 
consumption value with the consumption value of its predecessors. The 



difference (100 – contribution), expressed in percentage, depicts the 
criticality of the item. The items with highest value of criticality 
are grouped under class 'A' of items, followed by items with medium 
level of criticality going into class 'B' and the rest going into 
class 'C'.

Inventory control models

On the basis of demand, the inventory control models can be classified 
as;

Demand

Static/Uniform Dynamic/Variable

Deterministic Probabilistic Deterministic
Probabilistic
P1 P2 P3 P4

Case P1: Inventory control for static deterministic Demand:

Let assume, D = annual demand,
Q = batch size (of ordering)
I = holding %age (inventory holding rate)
C = cost per item.
A = cost of ordering.

Thus, 
No. of orders = (annual demand)  / (batch size)

= D/Q 
thus total cost of ordering = C x D/Q -------------- (eqn. 1)

Also, the usage of ordered quantity can be depicted as ;

Q depletes in time T'.

Area under curve (Shaded) = av. Inventory

Q

T'



= ½ x Q x T'

for  period of T' = 1 year,
av. Inventory = Q/2

cost of inventory = C x Q/2
cost of holding inventory = I x C x Q/2 ---------------- (eqn. 2)

thus total annual cost = Total ordring cost + inventory carrying 
cost

= (C x D/Q) + (I x C x Q/2)

At optimum level, 
total ordering cost = inventory carrying cost 
C x D/Q = I x C x Q/2
Q x Q = 2AD/CI

or, 
Q = sqrt(2AD/CI) 

The value of Q here depicts the optimum ordering quantity, or batch 
size also known as EOQ (economical Ordering Quantity).

Problem: Given,
annual demand = 12,000
ordering cost = 120
cost per unit = 10
holding % age = 20%
optimum batch size(ordering quantity) = ??

At optimum point, 
total ordering cost = total inventory carrying cost

and,
EOQ = srqt(2DA/CI)

thus, here,

EOQ = sqrt(2x12000x120/10x0.2) = 1200 units

extension to problem: 
The saler offers following discounts on following conditions
if order quantity < 799 units,

cost per unit = 13/-
if 1499 < order quantity <= 800

cost per unit = 12/-
if order quantity > 1500

cost per unit = 10/-



sol:
EOQ @ lowest cost (I.e. 10) is
(EOQ)10 = sqrt(2x12000x120/0.2x10) = 1200 units

now (EOQ)10 which is 1200, is less then the amount required to be 
ordered to get this price, I.e 1500 units.

Total cost @ 1500 units batch size =>
10x12000 (purchasing cost) + 12000/1500 x 120 (ordering 

cost) + ½ x 1500 x0.2 x 10 (inventory carrying cost)
= 122460/-

now EOQ @ 12 rs as cost per unit is
(EOQ)12 = sqrt(2x12000x120/0.2x12) = 1095.45 ~ 1096

now this EOQ is greater than the desired quantity to be ordered 
to attain this price which is 800, thus this is a feasible case. 

The total cost at a batch size equivalent to EOQ  =>
12x12000 (purchasing cost) + 12000/1096 x 120 (ordering 

cost) + ½ x 1096 x 0.2 x 12
= 146629/-

clearly the total cost @ EOQ is greater than the total cost @ ( batch 
size = 1500). thus a batch size of 1500 is more economical.

Case P2 : Inventory control for static probabilistic demand

In case of static probabilistic demand;
 mean rate of demand remains constant wrt to time.
 A new cost, cost of shortage is introduced
 The parameter defining the surrogate of cost of shortage is 

“service level (SL)” . The effect and variation of surrogate of 
cost of shortage can be depicted by the fluctuations in SL as;

100% SL => no stock outage
90% SL => probability of stock outage of 10%

In case of static, probabilistic demand, inventory control implies 
answering following questions;

 how frequently to check the stock status?
 Continuous Review policy, or Transaction reporting system, 

which involves checking the stock status each time a 
transaction happens.

 Periodic review policy, which involves checking the stock 
status after a fixed interval of time, T.

 How much to order?
 When to order?

In case of continuous Review policy, the statement would be of 



the format “ go on checking the stock status and order 'Q' quantities 
when the stock level drops to 's' or below”, where Q is the order 
quantity ans 's' is the re-order level.

While in case of a periodic review policy, the statement would 
become “ Check the stock in every T interval and order the quantity so 
as to bring the stock to S level”, where T is the check interval and S 
is the up-to stock level.

Problem:
daily demand of an item is uncertain, which may be 1 kg, 2 kg , or 3 
kg, with each being equally probable. The av. Demand is not changing 
with time. Lead time for procurement is 2 days. Taking (s,Q) policy 
for inventory control, find out when to place the order so as to 
a)there is no stock out, SL is 80%?

sol:
During the lead time of 2 days the probability distribution of the 
demand would be;
variable set = {(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (3,1), 
(3,2), (3,3)} altogether 9 possible patterns. Thus the distribution of 
the demand (of two days) and the cumulative proabability is;

Demand Probability Cumulative Probability
2 kg 1/9 1/9
3 kg 2/9 1/9 +2/9 = 3/9
4 kg 3/9 6/9
5 kg 2/9 8/9
6 kg 1/9 9/9

so,
a) for no stock out or SL of 100%, order the quantity whenever the 
stock level is less than or equal to 6 kg.
b). For SL = 80%,  the cumulative probability must be >= 80%, which is 
the 4th case, thus the re-order level would be s= 5 kg for an SL of 
80%.


